Happy Thanksgiving Wishes for Everyone. Wishing you a Thanksgiving overflowing with peace, love and laughter. Thank you for being my greatest blessing. We gather on this day to be thankful for what we have, for the family we love, the friends we cherish, and for the blessings that will come. Happy Thanksgiving! Roses are red, violets are blue, Happy Thanksgiving from the bottom of my heart to you. Wishing you abundance, hope, peace and a festive holiday season. Happy Thanksgiving to you! Thank you for being my hero and for teaching me how to be a better person. May you enjoy a joyous Thanksgiving... Buy a cheap copy of A Thanksgiving Wish book by John Thompson. Thanksgiving is the biggest holiday of the year for Amanda's grandmother Bubbe. Every year Amanda's family and all the relatives travel to Bubbe's house for her giant tom turkey, stuffing made from Product Details. Happy Thanksgiving wishes! Thank you Mom and Dad for giving me food, shelter and unconditional love. Thank you Mom for always making spectacular meals throughout the years! You can even add these quotes throughout your family’s custom photo books. Thanksgiving is one of my favorite days of the year because it reminds us to give thanks and to count out blessings. Suddenly, so many things become so little when we realize how blessed and lucky we are.